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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, the developments in the remote sensing technologies have
certainly provided an opportunity of using satellite images formany applications. As for
digital photogrammetry, these have also led different image processing techniques to be
utilized. Therefore, the object-based image analysis has become necessary especially
for feature extraction. As it is well known in this approach, not only are pixel grey values
used but also spatial and contextual information in the image which caters for
distinguishing the segments formed by pixels reflected by the same media or object.
Thus, this approach produces better results than those obtained by pixel-based image
analysis.
In this study, Zonguldak urban area with a nature of extremely variable topography is

chosen as a testfield. Firstly, the areawhich hasmany different classes chosen from high
resolution pan-sharpened QuickBird image covering Zonguldak test field is separated
into segments and then, the functions which can join these segments to the convenient
“urban open green area” classes are tried to be determined on this image. eCognition
v4.0.6 is used as a software package in this test. As a result, it is found out that the class of
urban open green areas in this image can be extracted with substantial amount of
accuracy. Additionally, the automatic classification results are then converted to vector
data in order to analyze the convenience of these results, and they are compared with
vectors obtained by manual digitizing methods in GISs. Consequently, urban open
green areas of about 340827 square meter which amounts to 34% of total test area of 1
million square meter is extracted manually, and 315301 m2 of which is extracted
automatically. It is our conclusion that, based on the analyses of the extracted results,
object-based classification can be used for automatic extraction of urban open green
areas using high resolution QuickBird imagery.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, very high resolution (VHR) space images such as QuickBird are available for
the generation of mapping and remote sensing applications and used as an alternative
means to aerial photographs. Also, important research aims have mostly been to detect
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and document urban vegetation and green areas from urban sites, then to determine the
size of topography covering the area and to make temporal analysis so that public
utilities such as newpark areas can be planned and newarrangements can bemade at these
urban sites.
For these researches, the fastest and effective method is to extract and classify the

features of green areas using RGB and near infrared (NIR) band of VHR images.
Classification based on traditional pixel-based approaches to feature extraction is limited
at present. Typically, they have considerable difficulties on dealing with rich information
content of VHR data e.g. QuickBird and IKONOS images. Therefore they produce
inconsistent classification results and they are far behind the expectations in extracting
the features of interest. Object-based image analysis is implemented in order to overcome
the limitation mentioned above. This approach is known to produce satisfactory
classification results using high resolution images.
In this study, automatic object-based classification of open green areas is conducted

by the aid of eCognition v4.0.6 software in Zonguldak urban area which situated in the
Northwester part of Turkiye and on the south coast of Blacksea and on the north of
very dense forestry. Classification procedure is implemented using pan-sharpened
QuickBird image of the test area. Such an image can be easily formed by the pan-
sharpeningmodule of PCI Geomatica 9.1.6 system. Several tests are carried out to match
with the successful segmentation, and then the functionswhich can join these segments to
the convenient “urban open green area” classes are tried to be determined on this image.
Furthermore, classification results are converted to vector data and compared with
manual digitizing method using a GIS software. Based on the analyses, the problems
encountered are explained and suggestions for the solutions are also included in this
paper.

2 TESTFIELD AND DATASET

The test field covering a small area around Zonguldak is located in theWestern Black Sea
region of Turkiye. It is noted for being one of the main coal mining areas in the world.
Althoughnow less economically viable than itwas in the past, there are several coalmines
still active in Zonguldak. The area has a difficult topographywith steep and rugged terrain
in some parts. Although urbanized along the sea coast, there are some agricultural lands
and forest areas found inland. The Zonguldak QuickBird image was acquired on
23.05.2004 and was purchased from Nik Inc. which is the regional affiliate of
DigitalGlobe and located in Istanbul. Important characteristics are included in the
metadata files of this image and these are given in Table 1.
Black Sea lies in the upper part of the QuickBird image, and other parts of the image

includes central part of the Zonguldak city covering nearly 15x15km area with the
elevations ranging up to 450m.When the images first were received, they were analyzed
to select suitable uniform GCPs distributed. As a result of this determination, 43 distinct
GCPs were measured by GPS receivers with an accuracy of about 3cm. These points are
chosen to be building corners, crossings, etc. since they are distinct well on the images.
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Because of the fine resolution of QuickBird imagery, many cultural features can be
identified and used as GCPs. The manual measurements of GCPs’ image coordinates are
carried out by GCP Collection Tool under PCI Geomatica-OrthoEngine software
package.
After geometric correction of QuickBird imagery, it is enhanced by applying a pan-

sharpening method (Wang & Zhang 2004) used in PCI system. This method makes it
possible to benefit from the sensors spectral capabilities simultaneously with its high
spatial resolution. Figure 1 shows the pan-sharpened QuickBird image of the testfield.

Figure 1. Pan-sharpened QuickBird image of Zonguldak testfield.

Table 1. Characteristics of QuickBird image of Zonguldak testfield.

Date, Time 23/05/2004, 08:39:55 GMT
Nominal collection azimuth (deg.) 61.0
Nominal collection elevation (deg.) 85.9
Sun angle azimuth (deg.) 139.1
Sun angle elevation (deg.) 64.7
Nadir angle (deg.) 3.9
Image size (pixels in row, column) 24.572 � 25.500
Reference height (m) 265.66
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3 EXTRACTION OF URBAN OPEN GREEN AREAS

VHR satellite images e.g. IKONOS and QuickBird contain panchromatic, RGB and near
infrared bands. The following can be said especially on the uses of these images on
extraction of green areas,

* Object-based feature extraction results are not really successful when using
panchromatic images. On the other hand, the capability of manual feature extraction is
at middle level in using these images.

* Using RGB bands, object-based andmanual feature extraction approaches are not able
to make the real and synthetic distinction of green area features and can not determine
these features at shadowed regions and in dense urbanized areas.

* These green areas are successfully extracted using images that are added with near
infrared band.

In this sense, the following sections give these approaches which achieve extraction of
urban site covering large areas rapidly.

3.1 Manual feature extraction

Developments in computer technologies have enabled tablet digitizers to have
interactive abilities. Related features on space images can be followed on screen and
vectorized with the aid of a cursor. In the end, digital feature extractions which have
many layers created by the user can be produced easily by establishing the topology
desired and editing.
In this study, optimum condition is achieved by predominating NIR over true green

band created by combinations of QuickBirdmultispectral bands. Green and tree areas are
extracted by vectorizing the boundaries of features in question, reducing shadow effects
and other information content loose on this image. True and false color view of the image
can be seen in Figure 2, and manual feature extraction in Figure 3.

3.2 Object-based automatic feature extraction

Object-based approach takes into account the form, textures and spectral information
altogether. Its classification phase starts with the crucial initial step of grouping
neighboring pixels into meaningful areas, which can be handled in the later step of
classification. Such segmentation and topology generation must be set according to the
resolution and the scale of the expected objects. By thismethod, not only are single pixels
classified but homogenous image features are also extracted during a previous
segmentation step. This segmentation can be done in multiple resolutions, thus allowing
differentiating several levels of feature categories. Automatic recognition and
segmentation of the common features such as buildings and houses from high-resolution
images as are done in IKONOS andQuickBird have been investigated by some users with
a certain degree of success (Hofmann 2001a, b and c). The first step of the analysis
is to identify image features using the Multiresolution Segmentation approach as
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implemented in the software package eCognition (Baatz et al. 2004). With this software,
object-based segmentations of the image are attempted using different segmentation
parameters and spectral bands, because the quality of segmentation is decisive for
outcome of subsequent classification (Table 2).

Figure 3. Manual extraction of open green areas of testfield.

Figure 2. True and false color near infrared bands of testfield.
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Based on the table above, segmentation has 5 levels and from these acquired levels, the
segmentation of the level 3, being the most suitable one, is selected for the classification
step of QuickBird image. In this stage, the class for only green areas is selected and
suitable membership functions are assigned to this class (Figure 4). The impervious
functions are selected to determine the open green areas clearly. Besides, function’s lower
and upper borders which are sensitive to red and blue spectral values are used. The
rationale for this selection is that green areas have best reflectance to NIR band for
selected functions and the reaction from other objects to this function in image will be
limited.
Figure 5 depicts the classification of green areas determined using segmentation

parameters and membership functions in object-based analysis

4 GIS-BASED ANALYSES

The area values of features on testfield are estimated once CAD-based manual and
automatic feature extraction results are transferred to MapInfo v7.0 software, and
additionally differences between manual and automatic extraction are uncovered by
superimposing these results.

Table 2. Parameters of segmentation levels.

Level 1 2 3 4 5
Scale parameters 10 20 30 40 40
Color 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Spectral difference
Shape 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Smoothness 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Compactness 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Segmentation mode Normal Normal Normal Normal

a b

Figure 4. Membership functions for object-based classification. a) Including the objects which

have best reflectance to NIR band, b) removing the objects as buildings and road features from

open green area class using the other object’s spectral reflectance information.
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These analyses have manifested that the green areas from CAD-based manual
extraction are found to be 340827 square meters of total test area of 1 million m2 where
the automatic extraction have reached 315301 m2 of the total area which means that the
automatic object-based extraction is capable of estimating 93% of manual extraction.
Figure 6 illustrates the superimposed viewofmanual and automatic extraction (dark color
indicates the manual extraction and bright color the automatic extraction).

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study compares the manual and automatic extraction of areas covered by trees and
green spaces from high resolution satellite images, and consequently puts forward that
panchromatic images are insufficient to extract related type of features. High resolution
multispectral images with their wide nadir angles were made use owing to their low
information content. Analysis is conducted on the existing QuickBird multispectral
image which attain suitable characteristics for this study. Feature extractions are carried
out on an image enriched with near infrared band using both manual and automatic
extraction methods to determination of difference between real and synthetic green
features and to reduce loss of information content. For example, this methodology has
proved very beneficial on the distinction of a football field covered by synthetic green
carpet from other natural green objects (Figure 7). If feature extractions were to be made

Figure 5. Classification of green areas in testfield.
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from the natural colored image, aforementioned distinction could not be achieved
especially by means of automatic object-based extraction approach.
On the other hand, automatic extraction has sustained 7% more loss of information

content than manual extraction. The reason for this loss is presumably the necessity of
keeping the membership functions within certain values in order to prevent shadows and
other features from trees and green spaces. As a remedy for the slight defect, it is be
suggested that automatic segmentation can be manually intervened during classification
so as to obtain more effective results (Figure 8).

Figure 6. Superimposed view of manual and automatic extractions.

a b c

Figure 7. A field covered by synthetic green carpet and a tennis court painted as green. a)

Natural colored image, b) natural colored image enriched byNIR, c)False colored image enriched

by NIR.
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